
Lightweight Rollator
Provides a total weight bearing capacity of 300 lbs (136 kg).

For use with MFR#’s 146-R726SL, 146-R726GR, 146-R726BK, 146-R726BL and 126-R726RD

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Do not attempt to adjust or operate Rollator without carefully 
reading all instructions in this manual.
1. First remove all contents from carton: backrest, handle with  
    tube, Rollator frame and basket.
2. Open frame and slide padded backrest into frame brackets  
    making sure snap bottoms protrude through holes.
3. Unscrew tightening knob from handle and insert handle  
    tube into frame at desired height lining up holes   
    appropriately. Slide bolts through holes from the inside and  
    screw on tightening knob until secure.

IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE

 

Do not have anyone push you while you are seated on 

the Rollator.  This is a walking aid only and is not to 
be used as a transportation device.

LOOP LOCK OPERATION
Always engage and disengage wheel locks on both 
sides simultaneously.

1. 

To Slow Down or Come to a 
Temporary Stop — Pull up 
slowly on the loop locks with 
four fingers until unit slows 
down or comes to a 
temporary stop.

2. 

To Temporarily Lock Wheels in 
Position — Press down on both 
loop  locks with palms until you 
hear a “click” that will tell you 
wheels are locked.

3. 

To Release Wheel Locks — 
Push up on both loop locks 
with palms of hand to 
original position.

INSTRUCTIONS TO ADJUST 
THE HAND BRAKE SYSTEM
IMPORTANT SAFETY NOTICE 
The hand brake system fitted on this rollator complies 
with the manufacturer’s quality standards. The hand 
brake system has been preset (adjusted) to the best 
performance settings. To better suit you personally, 
please follow the instructions set out below. You may 
need to adjust the hand brake systems from time to 
time as they will wear out with normal use.

Hold firmly in place do not turn.

To tighten the hand brake 
 adjustment. “turn the nut clockwise”

To loosen the hand brake adjustment.
“turn the nut counter clockwise”

Technical support, replacement parts and warranty 
information? Call 1-866-694-5085 General product questions? 
Call 1-800-777-4908

Distributed by McKesson Medical-Surgical Inc.
Richmond, VA 23233  
PVN B0518
Made in China

WARNING: This product can expose you to 
bisphenol A (BPA), which is known to the State 
of California to cause birth defects or other 
reproductive harm. For more information, go to 
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

For complete details, please visit 
mms.mckesson.com/mckesson-brands.
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SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
1. Please make sure the Rollator is fully opened, seat 

is down and the folding bar under seat is locked in 
the down position.

2. Be sure that both knobs are fully tightened and are 
at equal heights. Test Rollator for stability before 
applying full weight to hand grips.

3. Test the loop locks before operating the Rollator. 
When wheels are locked (see illustrations for 
locking and releasing locks below), lock bar on rear 
wheels should prevent wheels from turning.  If the 
wheels turn while brakes are locked, please take 
unit back to the dealer for adjustment.  When locks 
are released, the wheels should turn freely.

4. Always lock loop locks before sitting and do not use 
seat when unit is on an incline or uneven ground.

5. Replace tires when significantly worn or damaged.
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